
Genetic 
lots Idents Details Type Notes
4 GBLPP103 X GBLPP101 Granoc Livestock Panoka P103 x 

Granoc Livestock Peaches P101
4 embryos This embryo lot is packed full of genetics goodies. The bull being both homozygous black and homozygous polled he has gone and work very 

well as a safe AI sire here at GB livestock.  The cow is backed by some proven strong cow power genetics in LFE 621y.  The cow has tested 
heterozygous black and homozygous polled in this lot of embryos 22 embryos were frozen in total resulting in piece of mind that this cow has 
fertility stamped all over her.  4 embryos stored at Holbrook Breeders NSW.

4 IMU1M685 X IMUPL536 Koch Big Timber x ASR Little Dessi 
C536

4 embryos 
We purchased ASR Little Dessi C536 when she was the lead heifer of the Grand Champion Pen of 3 purebred heifers at the 2019 National 
Western Stock Show as one of our foundation females from the famous ASR Simmental herd in Colorado. C536 is a tremendous Wide Track 
daughter with exceptional rib shape, capacity and udder quality. We believe this mating to Big Timber will be exceptional. We are excited to 
share this opportunity with you. 4 embryos stored at Holbrook Breeders NSW.

4 IMU1M685 X PEDPX1725 Koch Big Timber x ASR Ms Josie 
A306

4 embryos ASR Ms Josie A306 was selected as the foundation female for our Simmental program to bring the highly renowned Josie cow family to 
Australia. The Josie family has performed over many generations across many influential cow herds so we were excited to secure access to this 
maternal line. We believe the Big Timber joining will really complement A306 and we are excited to share this opportunity with you. 4 
embryos stored at Holbrook Breeders NSW.

4 IMUPG052 X GWAPQ001 Spring Creek Lotto X Summit 
Charisma Q1

4 embryos Charisma Q1 is an exceptional young cow with immense capacity and performance. She is so unique in her outlook with tremendous flex and 
suppleness. Her grand-dam was Reserve Junior Champion Heifer at Sydney Royal and her pedigree runs deep into the FINE-ART cow family. 
ASR FINE-ART W983 was selected as our pick of the ASR Simmental Herd in Colorado. This is an exciting opportunity to access some elite and 
unique genetics at the cutting edge. 4 embryos stored at Holbrook Breeders NSW.

4 IMCPS06G X VPCPM015 MRL Playmaker 36G x Savannah 
Dharma M015

4 embryos An outstanding opportunity to secure a superior joining. M015 is a super feminine cow, with an extra frame. An eye-appealing female, with an 
impressive pedigree, we believe this joining with MRL Playmaker will produce stylish, high-performance calves. We specifically selected 
Playmaker as we believe his performance will complement the capacity of our females very well, and this joining is no exception. A guarantee 
of 50% conception when using an agreed accredited technician. 5% discount on the purchase price for Simmental Youth members.

1 Flush SCCPP043 Savannah Zoe P043 Flush Flush of Savannah Zoe P043 to your nominated sire. One of our favourite females in the donor pen. A square cow with power, depth, and 
bone. A highly productive cow, with a picture-perfect udder. P043s first calf, Savannah Ripper R033, was one of our heaviest weaner bulls. Her 
much admired second calf, Savannah Sunrise, is sired by Wheatland Affinity 8196F. An opportunity to invest in some of the most proven, and 
consistent red genetics in Australia.
Open and ready to flush, P043 gave 11 A grade embryos in her last flush. The cow must be flushed no later than September 30, 2022. A 

10 straws IMCPS06G MRL Playmaker 36G Semen 10 straws - Savannah has sought out the extra growth and performance this sire offers. Playmakers EPDs put him in the top 1% for both 
weaning and yearling weight in the Simmental breed, while still retaining calving ease. Playmaker sold for $69,000 to Bouchard Livestock, and 
has been used in some of the leading US and Canadian Simmental studs. 
5% discount on the purchase price for Simmental Youth members.


